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ABSOLUTE MATRIX SUMMABILITY FACTORS OF INFINITE
SERIES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO FOURIER SERIES

By PREM CHANDRA AND S. BARVE

1. Definitions and notations
00

Let S" be the n-th partial sum of a given infinite series ~ a" and let B=
"=0

(b",m) be a normal matrix (see [l1J). Then we define the sequence to seq
uence transformation of a sequence (s,,) by

(1.1)

co

We say that ~a"E IBI, if
11=0

(1. 2)

co

t,,=B(s,,) = ~b",msm'
-=0

00

~ It,,-t,,-ll <00,
a=O

(1,3)

where, by convention, we assume t-l=0.
Let (p,,) be a sequence of constants such that p.=Po+Pt+···+P,,=FO and

p-.=P-,,=O (n~1), and let

_I P.-m/p., n~m~O
b",m-

0, n<m.

Then IBI summability is called IN,p.1 summability. If in addition P.=A.'ir-l
(a>-l), where_

co

~A.a-l x"=(I-x)-a (lxl<I),
.=0

then the B(s,,) and the IBI summability reduce to (C,a) (a>-I) mean
and IC, a I summability, respectively.

Let (J"a and ,,,a denote (C, a) mean of (s,,) and (n a,,), respectively. Then
(see [8J)

(1. 4) n«J"a_(J,,_la) =,,,a.

A sequence (u,,) is said to be convex if and only if Lf2u,,~0, where Lfu"
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=U.-U.+1 and A2u,,=.LI(.LIu.). We shall write throughout y.=P"e,,!n« (a>O)
and

2. Introduction.

The following theorems, concerning the IN, n~ 1 I summability factors,

are due to Mohapatra, Das and Srivastava [IO]:

THEOREM A. Let 0< (e,,) to O«An)! and that

(2.1)
co

(i) e"An=0(1), (ii) Enl.l..d2e" I<00 •
• =1

Then g:1 anY.e: IN, n';1 I, whenever

(2.2)

co

THEOREM B. Let (eJ be a convex sequence such that L: n-1e. converges. Then
_=1

~a.Y.EIN, n~l I, whenever (2.2) holds.

The object of this paper is two fold: Firstly, we study, in sections 3-5,
IN, p" I summability of the factored series L:a.Y. whenever we make certain
assumptions on (P.) , (eJ and !:a,.. Secondly, in sections 6-8, we study the
absolute Norlund summability and absolute convergence factors of Fourier
series.

THEOREM 1. Let

(2.3)

(2.4)

(P.) EM and let (e.) satisfy the following conditions:

I(i) 0< (e.) f and bounded;

(ii) !: nl..d2e.1 =O(e,.)....
I;e.I.::1O""al<oo (<<>0).
_=1

ex>

Then L:anY"E IN,p.1 (a>O) , provided the following condition holds:
_=1

(2.5)
ex>

!:n-1- ap,,<00 for 0<<<<1*>.
_=1

* It may be noted that this condition is not required in the case when a~1.
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THEOREM 2. Let (ell) be a sequence such that (2.3) and (2.4) hold. Then
GO

I;n-alallell 1<00 (a>O).
a=1

3. Necessary lemmas

We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorems:

LEMMA 1. Let 0< (PIIH and let (ell) satisfy (2.3). Then

Yk-YII=O {(n-k)k-1-aPiCk} (a>O).

Proof. We have
a-I .-1

Yk-YII= I;r-aPr.der+ I;er+l {P,..d(r-a) - (r+ l)-a Pr+l}
r=i r=k

(3.1)
.-1 a-I

= I;r-ap,..der+1;0 {r-1- ap,.e,.},
r=i r=&

GO

and (2.3) imples that I; I.d2ell l<00, therefore it follows by Andersen's lem-
.=1

ma(see Bosanquet [2J) that .d(e,,) =0(n-1). Hence

(3.2)
a-I .-1 co .-1

I;r-aPrl.derI ~ I;r-aPrI; 1.d2em l = I; o {r-1- ap rCr} ,
r=i r=i 1II=r r=i

by (2. 3) (ii). Thus (3. 1) and (3. 2) yield the required result.

LEMMA 2. Let (R,,) be defined by

~R,.x"= (~o p.,rz) / (i:oAlla-I za),
GO

where Ixi <1 and O<a<I. Then I: IRIII <00, whenever (2.5) holds•
• =0

Proof. For Ix I<1, we have

i:oR.,.x"= ~(~tkA;;!:i;t)XII

so that .
R _~pA-a-l,,-..u " II-I: .«=0. ... .

Now splitting up the summation I; into I; and I; , where m denotes
«~ «=0 k=_+l

the integral part of·n/2, it may be observed that. 'IIhe :first sum~ not

exceed 0 {Pilin1+a} .
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(4.1)

•
And Abel's transformation to 1:: yields

1=_+1

and hence we obtain that i: does not exceed O{P./nl+a}.
1=_+1 .

Thus rollecting the results and using (2. 5), we obtain
co

1:: IRaI<oo.
-=0

LEMMA 3 (Das[5J). Let 0<(P.) f. Then

i: (n-k)(p.-I-I-P.-V O( 1 ).
• =1+1 n P_1 k+l

L£MM.\ 4 (Diksbit [7]). Let (PJ EM and let P.=O(I).
Then 1:: a,.E IN,P.I if and mdy if 1:: 1a.1<00.

4. Proof of Theorem. 1 ..
It is Jmown (see Das [5], Theorem 6) that ~a,.y.E IN,PaI if and ouly if

-=1

co 1 ,- IZ=1::-- EP.-l kalYi <00.
-=1 ap. 1=1

Case: O<a<l. We have

Z ~:E .! 1i:J,.-i iCYi-yJa"I+ i Y. 1t.J!(na.) I
-=t -ra 1=1 -=1 n

=Zl+ZZ, say,

where, t,!(uJ denote (K, prJ mean of (uJ. Henre

Zl=:E _~ \i:J,.-i (Yi-Ya>'Em A:.A~l.do-__l\
-=1 -r. 1=1 -=1

=Zbl+ZltL say-

,~ Now, by changing the order of summation and using Lemmas 1 and 3 we
obt:aIP. that
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2'101 . fmA:.ILtO":'-IIE IAh-IE ILtkPn-kl O«n-k)k-1- ap,.eV·
..:1 i=.. _:i+l nPn

( )
.. 00 I PiE} .. (n-k) lL1iP,,-11

=0 1 ..~mA.:.1 L1o-:.-t1i~IAi~m k1+a -:~1 nPn

=0(1) EmA.:.1 L10"m~IIE IAI:'':"Ik-2- a PiEl•
..=1 i=..

And the inner sum does not exceed 0 {m-1- aem}

therefore the boundedness of I hl immediately follows from (2. 4).
However, by changing the order of summation and .using the estimates

i: P.-I-l O( 11) and LtYI=O.( PI::~ )
-=}+1 nP.

the boundedness of I 102 may be obtained on proceeding as in l'hl.

Finally, by the inversion formula

t.I(na,.) = AfR.-.tkAlaLtO"ja,

we obtain that

by Lemma 2 and(2.4). Thus, collecting the results ~t follows that (4.1)
holds whenever O<a<l.

Case: a~l. We have

00 1 • •+fl nP. f:nA.:.1 Lto-:.-11"ft.-1- 1 (LtYj) IA~.I

=R+Q, say.

Now, by changing the order of summation and using the estimate

E ILtIP,,_1I o( 1 )
_=i nP" kPI
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and condition (2. 4) the boundedness of R immediately follows. The bound
edness of Q may also be obtained on proceeding as in I hZ'

This proves Theorem 1 completely.

REMARK 1. It may be observed that if, in addition to (2.3) and (2. 5),
(2. 1) is also given then (2. 2) ensures the conclusion of Theorem 1.

We now give the following corollaries of Theorem 1:

COROLLARY 1. Let (Pn) EM a.nd let (en) satisfy (2.3) and (2.5). Then
~ .
I:anYnEIN, Pnl, whene-oer 2;anEIC,al (a>O)_
-=1 .=1

•
Proof. By hypothesis, I: IAO'naI=0(1), as m-+OO • Thus, by Abel's trans-

8==1

formation

• ~1. •

I:en IAO'naI=I:AenI: IAO'pa I+emI: IAO'pa I
-=1 .=1 p=1 sc=1

=0(1), as m-+oo,

by (2. 3) (i). Therefore, the proof follows from Theorem 1.

. The following result generalises a result due to Mohapatra, Das and Sri
vastava [tOJ:

CoROlLARY 2. Let (Pn) EM and let (2.2) with ..i,.=log(n+1) hold. Then
(2. 5) implies that

~ n-aa,.P.
~l log(n+1) (log lo;(n+2»l+D CIN,p.1 (a>O, a>O).

The case p.=1/(n+1) of Theorem 1 1e8ds to the following corollary
which generalises a result due to Das, Srivastava and Mohapatra [6J.

CoROlLARY 3. Let (2. 3) and (2. 4) /wid. Then

i: e..log(n+1)a.. EIN. _1_1 (a>O).
~l ~ n+l
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5. Proof of Theorem 2

By Lemma 4, we know that if (Pn) EM and (Pn) EB (bounded) then the
method IN, Pn I is ineffective in the sense that IN, Pn I"-' IC, 0 I. Thus the

extra hypothesis that (Pn) EB, e. g. Pn= (~r (n;;;':O), in Theorem 1 yields that

f: P"~,, a"E IC,OI
-=1 n

whenever (2. 3) and (2. 4) hold. Hence

f:1~1=f:ll anPne" I
.=1 n" _=lP. na

6. Application to Fourier series.

We suppose that f(t) is a real, periodic function with period 2n-, integrable
in the sense of Lebesgue. Let the Fourier series of I(t), at t=~, be

f: (a" cos n.x+b" sin nx) = f:A,,(x).
_=1 _=1

where the constant term has been taken to be zero.
We write

cjJ(t) = ~ {/(x+t) +/(x-t)}

cjJa(t) = a ,If (f-u)a-l cjJ(u)du (a>O),
F 0

90(t) =cjJ(t) ,

{3(t) =cjJl(t)-~S:91(U)du.

We establish the following theorems:

THEOREM 3. Let (p,,) EM and .let. (e,,) satisfy (2.3) and (2.5). 'Then

cjJa(t) EBV(O, n-), a<O, implies that

=
L;y"An(x) E IN, Pn I,
.=1

whenever (2.1) with il,,=log(n+ 1) holds.
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THEOREM 4. Let (J(t) EBV(O, 1r) a1Ullet (e.) ~fy (2.3) ~

(6.1)

Then

(6.2)

and

(6.3)

..,
1::A,.(z)e.E Ie, 11
-=1

~1 A,.(z)e. ~(n+1) E IN. n~1 I
7. Proof of Theorem 3

We use the following lem.ma in the proof of the theorem:

LEMMA 5 (see [12]) If ~cr(t)EBV(O.1r). a~O. Then

(7.1)
•_.1:: IA~.cr(z) I=O(log_ .).

-=1

1I1here IT.<<(Z) is:. Cesaro-1IIefUl of order IX of EA,.(z).

In view of Theorem 1. it is sufficient to show (2.4) for -the proof of
Theorem 3. By Abel's transformation and Lemma 5. we obtain

• •
1::e.IAlT.cr(z} I=O(l}Elog - 4e.+O(e.Iog.)
~l ~l

•
=O(1)E" log-I.d2e.1

_1

~O(lIIlog.&.>+O{e. 'og.)

=O(l)i: .1og.1AJE.1+0{e. log.)
_=1

=0(1). as ._00,
by using de.=O(e.) and (2.1).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

REMARK 2. Theorem 3 may be compared with Bhatt [1] and in the case
P.=l/ (n+1) it may be compared with Moha~ Das and Srivastava [10].

8. Proof of tIaeorem 4

To give a neater appearance to the proof of the theorem we work out
the following order estimate in the form of a lemma:
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LEMMA 6. Let q,.t(x) be (C,l) mean of EAn(x) and let ~(t) EBV(O, no).
Then

IAq;-l(X) I=0(; ).

Proof. We have An(x) = ;J:¢(t) cos nt dt.

Integrating by parts and using the fact that ¢l (no) =0, we obtain that

An(x)=;J:¢l(t){nt sinnt+cos nt-(sinnt)/nt}dt·

- ; ['"¢l (t) cos nt sin nt ) dt
.0 nt

sin nt )dt+2~(n-)cosme
nt

= ;J:¢l(t)(nt sin nt+cos nt s~nt ) dt

- ; [cos mrS:¢l(u)du-J: tnt sin nt+cos nt-

- J:¢l(u)du]

= ;S:~(t) (nt sin nt+cos nt-

sinnt }l
nt t

= _.2-[1%/n sin nt ~(t)dt +J%
71: 0 nt %!n

+ ;J:t cos nt df3(t)

=0(;)+ ;J:t cos nt d~(t),

by the hypothesis. Hence

sinnt (3(t)dt]-~J%sinntdf3(t)
nt 11.71: 0 .

since ~(t) EBV(O, 71:). Consequently, this completes the proof of the lemma.
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Now application of Lemma 6 to the cases p,. 1 and p,.= 1, for all
n+I

n, of Theorem 1 for a=I yield results (6.2) and (6.3) respectively.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

REMARK 3. It may be observed that th (t) E B V(O, n) implies that fl(t) E

BV(O,n) but converse is not true. For example, if ~l(t)=log 2%it then
~l(t)EBV(O,%) while fl(t)=I, which is of BV(O,%). Thus (6.2) and (6.3)
respectively, improve results due to Cheng [4J and La! [9J. However,
Cheng's result was also improved by Chandra [3J in another direction and it
is interesting to investigate the relationship between the two conditions:

fl(t) EBV(O, %) and ~l(t)(logklt)-.JEBV(O,1C), 0>0,
the later condition was taken by Chandra [3J to improve Cheng's result.
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